
Endorsements
I don't think I've ever read a novel quite like Shellie Arnold's The
Spindle Chair. This story deals with some incredibly tough issues
and does so with authenticity and grace. ~ Jennifer Slattery, author
of Intertwined, founder of Wholly Loved Ministries

Shellie Arnold is an excellent writer who captures life events,
emotions, and moves to biblical conclusions related to real life
situations. I believe readers will be encouraged to know that Shellie
faces life’s tough issues (loss, depression, loneliness, adjustments,
communication, perception, family of origin issues, etc.) head on. I
appreciate the biblical integration of The Spindle Chair and
endorse this book and wholeheartedly recommend it to couples. ~
Donald A. Lichi, Ph.D., Psychologist, Vice-President EMERGE
Counseling Services

Beautifully written, I was hooked from page one, and the story
didn’t fade away even when I’d finished it. Poignant and heart-
stirring, The Spindle Chair is a must read! ~ Ane Mulligan, author of
Chapel Springs Revival 

The Spindle Chair

Laurie Crane is happily married. And she is usually able to
overlook her husband's moments of quiet sadness. If only
God would give them a child ...

Pierce wants a child as badly as Laurie and has spent years
praying alongside her. But he has no idea that as "yes"
from God will unearth long-buried memories and bring
their marriage to the brink of catastrophe.

In The Barn Church Series first novel, THE SPINDLE CHAIR,
Shellie Arnold explores what happens when "happily ever
after" becomes more than one couple can handle.

SHELLIE ARNOLD
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What happens when the miracle God gives you threatens to
destroy your marriage?



Shellie Arnold’s passion is helping Christian marriages thrive. As a child of divorce
and a sexual abuse survivor, the odds of her having a healthy, thriving marriage
were small. Then God started teaching Shellie how to think strategically, work with
Him, and transform her marriage. She longs to share all God continues to teach
her. Visit Shellie at shelliearnold.com.
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Tell our viewers why you write novels about couples whose marriages
are in trouble.

What’s unique about your novels? 

In The Spindle Chair, the husband is the one dealing with a painful
past, not the wife. Why did you write it this way?

What’s the wife’s main issue in the book?

Tell us a bit about the story. 

What would you say to someone God is prompting to deal with hurts
from their past? 

What would you say to someone whose spouse is dealing with past
hurts?

What kind of ending can readers expect from your novels? 

Your website offers ways to help Christian husbands and wives think
strategically, work with God, and transform their marriages. How does
The Spindle Chair demonstrate this?

shelliearnold.com     shellie@shelliearnold.com    (330) 280-6001 

Shellie Arnold’s novels depict the perfect storms in marriage--what
happens when a husband’s and wife’s weaknesses hit head-on, and

they’re both left wondering if anything can be salvaged. 


